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Look into companies of those, whose gentle religion among the people, justice will never ^’s; and hoW and then a quick glimmering
natures
itures should disarm them,—wre shall find be in extensive operation as a moral principle. • in the mist, as some standard was raised above
JXHES.
no) better
__ .v— K. RËMICH.
----------- better account.account.—How large a portion of A vast proportion of the species will be as un-1 it some weapon flourished,
n—
or some musket
Conditions—gl 50 per annum, if paid in thechastity is sent out of the world by distant j' ¿st' as he
■
• .....
vigilance
and severities
of law al- shot through it—like a rocket.
bourse
year, And ne papers discoatijurd uun*, , hints,. —. nodded away,
uirse of
of the year.
About an hour
a horseman
« and cruelly
V winked"
theiil tv be» A thousand petty dishone$7 . after;
_ ______________
_ dashed
all arrearages are paid.
to suspicion, by the envy of those, ivho are 1 ties, which never will, and never can be j through the smîik'e, on the very vero-e of the
past all temptation of it themselves ?—How brought within the cognizance of any of OUr | horizon—and after scouring the fields fora
'hp.lnlpSR crea- pruiptc
ofxll nrmtinnn
miîo vtlTltllîr»
4-»
M _ JL___ 3 with
.• often does tile
the reputation of
of ria helpless,
courts of administration, xxziil
will still
continue frx
to wJlolp
whole mile,
within view, communicated
AN EXTRACT
pure bleed by a report—which the party who derange the business of human life, and to t wo or three others, who set off in different
ir .i.
.»I end»«! » ..I, k,„„l.!a“t te“
““P1“”" “d directions—one to Us, with orders to hurry
hearedge, let him sho«r it, out of a good converse ti)y S0Lr/ for it_h
s in
it is notistrue
_ j resentment among the members of human so- down to the ford, where the commahder-im
f +v..,a
two, W!th meekness of wisdom Bu -if any . hoJweveif as archbis'hop Tlllotson wittil
ob. ( cMi-tyfr And it is, indeed, a triumphant rever chief was determined to fall upon Knyphausen
sion awaiting the Christianity of the New with all his power, before CornWallis ¡could
man amongst you seemeth to _ be religious- serve8
j ¡s reS(^ed in the mean
come to his aid;
(
seemeth^to be-for truly relig.ous he cannot t0 give the report her pass, that, at least, it Testament, when it shall become manifest as
It was a noble but hàzardouà game; Afid
be,-and bndleth not hts tongue, but deceiy-1 ma| have fairl j
t0 M’its fo;tune in lh6 day, that it is hep doctrine, alone, which, by
searching and sanctifying influence, can Pulaski, whose war horse literally thundered
eth his own heart, this man’s religion is vain ! world,—to be believed or not, according to
and lightened along the broken and stony
—This is the full force of St. James’ reason the charity of those into whose hands it shall so moralize our world—as that each may
sfrep secure in the lap of his neighbor’s in precipice, by which' we descended; kept his
ing ; upon which I have dwelt the more, it be happen to fall ?
tegrity, and the charm of confidence, between eyes warily to the right, aS if not quite
ing the foundation upon which is grounded this
•So friutful is this vice in variety of expedi < man and man, will at length be felt in the bu- certain that the order Would not be counter
clear decision of the matter left us in the text;
ents, to satiate, as well as disguise itself. F
But . siness of every town, and in the bosom of ev- manded.
in which the apostle seems to have set the if these smoother weapons cut so sore,—
We soon fell in With Greene, ivho was post
-what cry family.
Chalmers.
two characters of a saint and slanderer at i shad we say of open and unblushing scandal
ing, all On fire, to give Knyphausen battle ;
such variance, that one would have thought j-—subjected, to no caution—tied down to no,
and, the next moment, saw Sullivan in full
they could never have had a heart to have • restraints ? If the one, like an arrow shot in !
_____ march, over a distant hill, (upon which the
met together again. But there are no allian I the dark, does nevertheless so much secret]
BATTLE OF BRANDYWINE.
morning sun broke out just then, as if leaving
ces too strange for this world. How many
miscniet,—this, like the pestilence which rag- .
the heavens for a while) to thè enemy’s fi-ank.
may we observe every day, even of the £
r en" j eth at noon day, sweeps all before it, levelling i
?
AN extract.
This arrangement would havé been fatal to
tie sex, as well as our own, who without
bad .; a ’
.hout without distinction, tht good and the kari
The battle of Brandy wine was fought on Knyphausen ; but unluckily there wa& a stop
convic con of doing much wrong m the midst . thousand fel) beside it 6and ten fhousand \pn ; the 11th ol September, 1777 ; and_ lasted all
put to it almost in the very moment when we
of a tull career of caluinny ano defamation, . its ri ht band
the fali_.so rent and torn4, iW day
ls Kas
IJ11Jouy ;affair
,ualr l0
It
was a bloody
to us
us. were ready to fall upon him, man and horsey
rise up punctual at the stated hour of prayer, in this tender
th
so unmerciful]y j And had well nigh been fatal to Greene and
by the alarming intelligence that Cofnwallis
leavethecruelstoryhalfuntoldt.il they return, . butchered, as sometimes never to recover, Sullivan.
had moved off to another quarter.—There
go, and kneel down before the throne of teav- eitherof the wounds Or the art
of h,
’
. , ,been in
.................................
We had
the saddle about four
was
a moment of irresolution—doubt. It was
en, toank God that he had not made them j which the have Oicasicned>' . .
hours, under the intrepid Pulaski, who, with the death of uSb Greene was recalled ; and
occasioned.- -'
like others, and that his Holy Spirit had enahis own hand examined our points, pistols, Sullivan commanded to halt* Hardly had
Bled them to perform the duties of them, in
and other furniture, as if assured that the this happened* and our horses were covered
EXTRACT,
so Christian and conscientious a manner.
J smuggle would be a deadly and long continu- with sweat and froth—fretting like chained
. This
lt delusive
,
c itch i for slander,
i t
•
•
It is delightful to think, that humble life ; ed oiic. Thedaywasoneofthe^mosYbeautoo .common
tigers upon the bit ; our meh covered with
in all ranus of people, whether to gratify a may be just as rich in moral grace, and moral • tiful that ever broke over the earth. We dust* and blinded with the wind and sun-—for
little ungenerous resentment; whether, oftner, ; grandeur, as the loftier places of society J were about half a mile from the main body
it was extremely hot and sultry—when a
cut of a principle of levelling, from a narrow- thSt as true a dignity of principle may oe ranged along a green slope, facing the west »
heavy cannonade was heard on our right
ness and poverty ol soul, ever impatient of ' earned by him wno in homliest drudgery, plies ‘ our horses, in number about four hundred’
flank ; and Greene* whose division we had
merit and superiority in others; whether, ■ his conscientious task, as by him who stands 1 standing as patiently as so many marble crea- been attached to* was put in motion for the
irom a mean ambition, or the insatiate lust of | entrusted with the fortunes of an empire ; teres—until just as the eastern sky began to
support of Sullivan, whom Wè had left some
being witty, (a talent in which ill-nature and i that the poorest menial in the land, who can undulate; and cloud after cloud to roil up
hours before. The truth how broke upon us
malice are no ingredients); or, lastly, wheth-1 lift a hand unsoiled by pilferments that are and heave, like a great curtain upon the wind, like a thunderclap» The enemy had passed,
er, from a natural cruelty of disposition, ab- j within his reach, may have achieved a victory and the whole heaven seemed discharging all
concentrated, (as w*e supposed) and fallen
stracted from all views and considerations of j over temptation, to the full as honorable as its beauty and brightness upon one spot—I
upon our right» I never shall forget Greene’s
self: To which one, or whether to all jointly, j the proudest patriot can boast, who has spurn-: happeped to turn about and saw the tall Pole
countenance, when the hews came ; he was
we are indebted for this contagious malady ;> ed the bribery of courts away from him. ' it 1 bearheaded,
~ '
.............
'' horse,
'
tilting his
like some war- in the road side, upon a very steep bank-—
thus much is certain, from whatever seeds it | is cheering to know, from the heavenly judge ' like presence
— cor
_rae up out of the earth, to but he wheeled where he was dashed down
springs, the growth and- 'progress
it are »as I himself, that he who
wlp u
is fajtmui
faithful ip
in th|
least, & worship up<>on the v-'»y summit of the hill be- the bank—his face white as the bleached
*
' of<.w..
me tea^t,
vg
; vii, v
_____
___ _ unbeerm/rng
___ _____ _____ _________
-a—........
civ- pMtfrftrtmfsu ifTtottciF; and that thsfe, among ida-'.'rJt US ; it: mfrht
for mt,
the ■•«iwwiip'V
tfoble carriage
migllt be—
- - jlvzi
’Cii'i'iagv tó’arbxe—add calling to us to, gaìrop foè'wàW,
ilized people. To pass a hard and ill-natur the labors of the field and of the workshop, of the man, the martial bearing of the soldier,
wùth such a tremendous impulse that they
ed reflection upon an undesigning action ; to it is possible for the peasant to be as bright would permit either interpretation—it might
marched four miles in forty minutes; we held
invent, or, which is equally bad, to propagate in honor as the peer, and have the chivalry be, in the awful employment of devotion—or
oh our way in a cloud of dust, and met Sulli
a vexatious report, without color and grounds; of as much truth and virtue to adorn “him.
—in the more earthward one, of martial ob- van, all in disorder, nearly a mile from the
to plunder
an
innocent
man
of
his
charactei
’
.
.
.
And, as this lesson is not little in respect of, servation.—But, suddenly, he reined up his field, retreating, step by step at the head of
and good name, a jewel which perhaps, he principle, so neither is it little in respect of in-' charger, shook t¿e heavy dew from his horse- his men, and shouting himself hoarse—cover
has starved himself to purchase, and, proba- • fluence on the order and well-being of human ; man’s cap—replaced it; and leaped headlong ed with blood and sweat ; and striving in
bly would hazard his life to secure ; to rob j society. He who is unjust in the least, is, in . down the hill, just as a bright flash passed vain to bring them to a stand—while Corn
him, at the same time, of his happiness and respect of guilt, unjust also in much. And to I eway on the horizon, followed by a loud wallis Was pouring in upon them an incessant
peace of mind, perhaps his bread,—the bread, I reverse this proposition, as it is done in the , report; and the next moihent a part of our volley»
may be of a virtuous family—and all this, as first clause of our text-—he who is faithful in ; ranks were covered with dust and turf thrown
Pulaski dashed out lo the right, over the
Solomon says of the madman, who casteth that which is least, is, in respect both of right-1 up by a cannon-ball that struck within a hunfire-brands, arrows and death, and sayeth, eous principle and of actual observation, dred yards of the place that he had just left, broken fences, and there stood awhile upright
Am I not in sport ?—All this, out of wanton faithful also in much. Who is the man to Our horses pricked up their ears at the in his stirrups, reconnoitering—while the ene
ness, and oftener from worse motives ;—the whom I would most readily confide the whole4 sound ; and all at once, as if a hundred trurn- my, who appeared by the smoke and dust
whole appears such a complication of badness, of my property ? He who would most dis- • pets were playing in the wind, came the ene» that rolled before them in the wind, to be
much nearer than they really were, redoub
as requires no words or warmth of fancy to dain to put forth an injurious hand on a sin- my in his advance,
led
their efforts ; but at last, he saw a favora
aggravate. Pride, treachery, envy, hypocri gle farthing of it. Who is the man from whom
Pulaski unsheathed his sword—called out
ble
opportunity.
The column Avheeled~the
sy, malice, cruelty, and self-love, may have I would have the least dread of any unright- a select body, and set off at a full gallop to a
been said, in one' shape or other, to have oc eous encroachment ? He, all the delicacies of more distant elevation, where he saw the ene- wind swept athwart their van, revealing thein,
like a battallion of spirits breathing fire and
casioned all the frauds and misclyefs that ever whose principle are
my advancing in two columns; uut
one under
a.- awakened, when he ,.-j
uuuer smoke:'
. he gave the signal—Archibald re
happened in the world : But the chanees a- comes within sight of the limit which separate.. Knyphausen, which moved in tremendous
peated
it—Arthur—and myself.
In three
gainst a coincidence of them all in one person, the region of justice from the region of injus- steadiness, like a dark solid mass in a direcas so many, that one would have supposed tice. Who is the man whom we shall never tion towards Maxwell; the other under Corn w minutes we were ready for the word ; and,
the character of a common slanderer as rare find among the greater degrees of iniquity ? ¡ wallis, w hich seemed to threaten the right when Pulaski* shouting in a voice that thrilled
and difficult a production in nature, as that of He who shrinks with sacred abhorrence from flank of our main body. Intelligence was through and through us, struck spurs to his
a great genius, which seldom happens above the lesser degrees of it. Jt is a true, though immediately sent Washington, and reinforce- charger* it was half a minute—so fierce and
terrible was his charge—before wé were able
once in an age.
a homely maxim of economy, that if we take ments called in from the house that we had
to come up with him. What could he mean ?
But whatever was the case when St. James care of our small sums, our great sums will left.
gracious
heaven ! my hand convulsively, like
wrote his epistle, we have been very success take care of themselves. And, to pass from
We kept our position, awaiting for a whole that of a drowning man* reined up for a mo
ful, in latter days, and have found out the artyl our own things to the things of others, it is no hour the sound of conflict; at last a heavy
ment—¿when I saw that we Were galloping
by a proper management of light and shade, ¡less true, that if principle should lead us all tp "11-----’ 1 along the
’ sky:
1 —a few moments
volley
rattled
straight
forward into a field of bayonets—
to compound all these vices together, so as to) maintain the strictest honesty over our neigh passed and then another followed, like a
yet he was the first man ! and who would not
give body and strength to the whole, whilst j bor’s pennies, then will his pounds lie secure ston of iron upon drum heads. The whole
have followed him ! we did follow him, and
no one but a discerning artist is able to dis- j from the grasp of injustice, behind the barrier air rung with it; another and another follow
with such a hurricane of fire and steel, that,
cover the labors that join in finishing the pic- j of a moral impossibility. This lesson if carri- ed, and then gradually increasing in loudness,
when we wheeled, our whole path lay broad
ture.—And indeed, like many other bad orig- ' ed into effect among you, would so strengthen and loudness, came, peal after peal upon us,
and open before us, with a walk of fire upon
InalsJn the world—it ^stands in need of all | all the ramparts of security between man and still it resembled one continued clap of thun
the
right hand and the left—but not a bayo
the disguise it has.—For who could be enam- j man, as to make them utterly impassable ; der, rolling about under an illuminated vanet nor a blade in front, except what were
cured of a character, made up of so loathsome j and therefore, while, in the matter of it, it pour»
.
under the hoofs of our horses. My blood
naked. — ’ may -look,
- -in one view, as one of the least of
a compound,—could they behold it naked,
But Pulaski, with all his impetuosity, was a
rushes now, like a flash of fire through my
in its crooked and deformed shape,—with all • the commandments, it, in regard both of prin- general; and knew his duty too well to hazforehead, when I recai the devastation that
its natural and detested infirmities laid open ciple and of effect, is, in another view of it, ard any movement till we should be áble to
we had made—almost to the very heart of the
to public view ?
, one of the greatest of commandments. And see with certainty the operation of the enemy
enemy’s column» Bit Pulaski—he who after
Ten thousand are the vehicles in which i we therefore conclude with assuring you, that >n the vapor below. Meanwhile, several little
wards rode in their entrenchments, on horse
this deadly poison is prepared and communi- - nothing will spread the principle of this parties that we had sent out, came in, one afback, sword in hand was accustomed to it ;
cated to the world ;—and by some artful : commandment to any great extent through- ter the other, in full gallop, with the intelliand, having broken over them once—aware
hands, it is done by so subtle and nice an in- out the mass of society, but the principle of gence that Knyphausen had Broken down <
of his peril, if he should give them time to
fusion, that is not to be tasted or discovered, 1 godliness. Nothing will secure ‘the general ion Maxwell in magnificent style—been
awake from their consternation, he wheeled
but by its effects.
j observation of justice amongst us, in its punc- beaten back again ; but, that he had finally
in a blaze of fire, with the intention of return
. How frequently is the honesty and in teg-1 tuality and in its preciseness, but such a pre* prevailed and that Maxwell had retreated
ing, through a wall of death, more perilous
rity of a man disposed of by a smile and a cise Christianity as many affirm to be puri- across the river. A thin vapor now rose
than that which shut in the children of Israel,
shrug ?—How many good and generous ac- tanical. In other words, the virtues of soci- from the grefen earth below us, and complete
upon the Red sea—but no ! the walls bad
tions have been sunk into oblivion, by a dis- ety, to be kept in a healthful and prosperous ly covered the enemy from our view. It was
trustful look,—or stamped with the imputation condition, must be upheld by the virtues of 30 longer possible to follow him, except by rolled in upon us, and we were left no choice
but to continue as we had begun.—The un
of proceeding from bad motives by a myste- the sanctuary. Human
Human law
law may
may restrain
restrain me sound of his tread, which we could feel in daunted Pole rioted in the excess ofjoy ! I re
rious and seasonable whisper ?
‘jinany of the grosser violations. But without the solid earth, Jarring ourselves and our hormember how he passed me, again and aPUBLISHED BY
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From the Philadelphia Freemards JoutndL
and the steam rushed into the cabin with
OCT
gain, reaking with blood—-riding, absolutely,
great force, not one was dangerously injured.
FROM ■PERNAMBUCO.
upon the very bayonets of the enemy ; and at
One young lady sprang overboard, but be
From our attentive correspondent at Perlast as they pressed upon him—and horseman
haved with great presence of mind until she
HILLSBOROUGH, N. C. MAY 25.
nambyco, we have received letters up to the
after horseman fell from our saddles—when
was rescued.
date of 27th April. An extract, given below
HAIL
STORM.
we were all faint and feeble, and even
TheAteam acts upon the body with sur
Archibald was fighting on foot, over his beau “ On Thursday last, about one o’clock, this prising power. The face and legs of the de will be read with great interest. The details
tiful mare, with Arthur battling over his hejâd, 1place was visited by a most tremendous and ceased were nearly as white as those of a concerning the execution of Rodgers, with
whom many of the citizens of N. York & this
We heard the cry of succour ! succour !, and destructive
<
hail storm, and one which, in the white person.
And a medical gentleman
felt the enemy give way-^-heave this way and size
.
of hailstones, was seldomif ever equalled. took the skin with the nails, from one of the. jlace were acquainted, will at least afford
that, and finally concentrate beyond us : An almost total destruction of glass, in the hands, as whole and as perfect as a new this consolation to his family and friends-^—
that’ he died nobly, possessing the same love
4 Once morel’ cried Pulaski, *once more P and windows'exposed to the west, was the imme^j glove !
’ |g|l
away we went, again breaking in upon them, diate
,
consequence. Though it lasted but | We are informed that the flue, of the Legis- freedom and abhorrence of tyranny, that had
as they were forming ; and trampling down two
j
or three minutes, the hail completely cov-i liter was of iron, whereas had it been of cop- ever marked his short, but gallant life.
“ You may remember in one of my letters
the ground.—A heavy rain immediately;:per, like all the flues constructed on the bul
whole platoons in the change, before a man ered
,
could plant his bayonet, or bring his field followed. We measured some. Lail stones (lion principle, the accident could not have, I mentioned an American, by the name of
James Rodgers, of New-York, who, I expected
piece to an aim : and the next moment we which were si« inches and seven eighths ml.■ happened.
The Academy of. Sciences at
were scouring over the ground,, where 1 could circumference, and wre have been told somel■ Paris, who* have made steam engines the sub- would lose his life for taking an active part
see Archibald and Arthur bailing it with four were found which measured eight inches and \ .ject of. particular inquiry especially as relates with the revolutionists, and was condemned
or five of the enemy’s horse ; hut our aspect, a half. "Three or four miles west , of thi«'(to high, mean, and low pressure, lately pub- to death and recommended to the mercy
as we came thundering round upon them pro place we have been informed they were lar-|■ lished a report, in which, after detailing all of the Emperor, Jono Pedro the first. The
ved sufficient. They took to their heels, and ger than goose eggs. The direction of the Ii, the facts that had come within their knowl- Emperor’s answer arrived on the 2d April,
We brought them off un wounded—-unhurt.
storm was from west to east, and it decreased ledge,
>
they state unequivocally “ that no ordering that all that were condemned should
It was getting dark now, but the hour was in violence as it progressed. How ffaf weBtj¡ .mean, or high pressure steam boilers, con be executed as soon as possible. This
that of sunset; when in this, climate, the sky of this place the storm commenced, wo have’structed' in any regular establishment in sealed the fate of this noble young man and
is like a mass of colored vapour floating over not yet learned the. damage extended but a France, has ever met with an explosion, al two of hiá companions. The 12th inst. at 3
a bath. Greene was forming in our rear, few miles below, and its breadth w&s very though they are more numerous than those o’clock A. AL was the time appointed for the
with that fearful calmness which boded a ter limited. Se veral fine fields of wheat, cotton, ( imported
and that all the accidents which execution of the three.—This inhuman pro
rible time, always to him that ventured upon &c. were destroyed, and the fruit trees very |j had occurred in Great Britain, and other ceeding occasioned great distress to all the
it.—The ground was favorable to him ; and much injured ; and by some individuals tfib
countries, had resulted from the boilers and Americans in the place. His friends visited
the half hour that the enemy lost by our calamity will be sorely felt.
other apparatus not, having,been constructed him on the 11th inst. He was calm, pleas
charge, a mere handful into his solid column,
of proper materials, or from want of care in ant ; talked of lively subjects—made remarks
was of inconceivable benefit to Greene ; for . From the Hew-York Evening Posh June 2.
on people passing in the streets $ he counted
the management. It also appears from the
his men were literaly out of breath, and ready
same report, that the steam boilers so univer the time he had yet to live ; it was 22 hours ;
STEAM BOAT~EXPLOSION.
to drop down at the first onset. But that half
sally approved of in France, are constructed he.said it was a very short time ; when it
hour gave them an opportunity to.see their
This morning about six o’clock, just as the. on the Fulton principle, in which copper in comes I will die contented ; 1 and my com
commander’s face, and hear his voice : ano steam boat Legislator put off from the wharf
panions die in a glorious cause. We do not
stead of iron is used; and we know that where
from that time they would have stood their at the foot of Beavei* lane for New-Brunswick,
die for murdering our fellow creatures, it is
' this is done in thewdJnited States, there is no
ground though the heavens had reigned fire a loud explosion was heard, yvhich, it wag
for holding á different opinion with the Em
j danger whatever from any part of the masoon ascertained proceeded from the flue of the i chi.nery. accidentally giving way, because peror ; in that I die.”
upon them.
I have been in many a battle—many a one boiler having burst, which, we are... ..... *---“ On the next morning, I went to see the
r is not so liable to burst or explode as
that made my hair stiffen afterwards in my late, caused the death of Francis
execution.
Tbigy passed within a ftw rods
iron is, When any par£ of the copper is of me—they were dressed in white gowns
sleep when I dreampt of it—but never m one cook, a black man aged 22, be
worn down as not to resist the pressure of
where the carnage was so dreadful—the rush Jersey, and scalded several ot
and walked unbound/ Rodgers walked with,
of blood and fire so incessant, as th'fl. which there were about 60 passengers on board. ,the steam, it gives certain indications of this, his arms folded and his head raised extreme
’ by which an opportunity, is afforded of refollowed the arrival of Greene t we were una’ The following are the circumstances which
ly high—as if proud of the glorious cause he
ble to strike a blow. . The enemy imagined transpired on the examination of the coroner’s,“ pairing the injury; but iron, in similar cir- was going to die for ; they arrived at the
' cu instances, bursts all at once. and carries
us, no doubt, to be much more formidable inquest:
place of execution about half past seven o’
.death and destruction before it.
than we wére, had edged in all his. exposec
clock,
held a long conversation with the
Capt. Lawrence Fisher being sworn, testi$o frequent have these' accidents become | Priests,andAt
8 o’clock, they walked towards
points, by a rank of men kneeling with plant■ fied that he is the commander of the boat.
■
’
of
late,
that
all
confidence
in
ste
ed bayonets ; and, though we rode upon them The fires were built and the steam was raised
their
seats.
Rodgers took the middle chair,
s as a safe mode of conveyance for pt isengers,
again and again, discharged our pistols in this morning as usual. While he was standNicolou on the right hand of him, and Le Mont
is
almost
entirely
destroyed.
We
h:
ve
heard
their faces—»yet not one of them shut Bis eyes1 ing op the wheel-house, giving directions as
that a company are building a boat 100 feet on the left, after setting a few minutes they
or fired a shot—but where He knelt, he died :: they w6re putting the boat off, the boiler ex^
rosé¿ Nicolou began and made a lóng& loud
long and.of propprtionabl
1th, to be fitted
and his place was immediately filled by an’ ploded, by which means the deceased came
speech
—Rodgers followed,and then Le MonL
Mp with separate rooms ai
other as resolute, so that we could not—the• by his death.
Ahilé
one was speaking, the others bowed
It was the main flue'’which.
ctei in our city, so that
thing was impossible—repeat the blow that- burst, by which the whole boiler was started,
■s or parties m y have separate apart- their heads to affirm the truth of what was
said—their speeches occupied about half an
and the false head driven off. He ha ' J
We had given.
>y them;
■hours as
But one thing happened, within my own1 no directions to raise an unusual head
and a void hour—they then took their seats. Several
sight and hearing, that nearly brought me to‘ steam, nor was there so. much steam on
times, they arose, and pushed their chairs in
Ltepding a muster of
the ground in terror and helplessness. I wo boat as usual. He has seen fifteen inches
> Vi two► or th i
il
aple to breakfast and to the sand to make them stafid firm—the ex
horsemen had set upon me ; and while 1 was steam on the boat, but usually runs herr ìvith
din ner, an
1y disagreeable, the ecutioner then tied their wrists and ancles
doing my best to return their visit, I saw that from ten to twelve.—No cold wate was
with a small cord and drew caps over their
hot air &
an which is occasionthey were only part of a squadron whom we pumped in at the time of the acci ut, am1 he
eyes. Nicolou and Rodgers drew them back
ed by th boiler and
ehinery,
which
are
had not seen before, or who was but just thought there was enough in the boiler to run felá red
to have? -no and sat watching the motions of the soldiers^
steam '..boats
fraught into action ; and that several were up to the Kills (five or Six miles below); I. ixC
dinner
flock on Board of 24 v/ero < ailed out, loaded their guns, and
on Archibald, who while I was looking upon boiler is of iron, which he thinks sliroí ìger her
a steam Boat to were going to fire, when Rodgers cried Out?
, an cl i s to be to
him, reeled in the saddle and took a blow, I than copper ; and to guard against the; rapid
the stern of which
storied by iC stop” and requested the captain to order his
thought that cleft his head—-for his bearskin decay
,
soldiers nearer. They halted within half the
of the iron by the action of salt water, I.
L we think,
cap flew, and his* horse broke from the en- the boiler is often wholly supplied with fresh ,
He then
ira gem
cannot but receive ci
’ Ton may: former distance, say 30 yards.
Gounter^and dashed off to the right ; I follow water at Brunswick. The witness could in
then go as safe and
as. in any gave the signal to fire, the drop of his hand
ed, and soon came in contact with Weedon s' no way account for the accident. The boat
danger of kerchief was the signal. They,all fired and
Virginia brigade, which soon relieved me is upon the low pressure principle.
the carelessness or ignorance of what are Nicolou fell. The sight was dreadful—Rodg
from all apprehension on my own account ;
Joseph Williams, (black), a fireman on called Engineers, or the more reprehensible ers-sprung upon his feet, cried out for God’s
for the enemy fell before them, rank after board of the boat, was next sworn. He built
conduct of racing, to see which boat can reach ■ sake feo kill him quick, and taking hold óf his
rank, like flax in the’blaze ; they were sup the first fire this morning, and the other hands
her port of destination ten or fifteen minutes gown, he held it up and showed the multitude
ported by a body of,the Pennsylvania militia, kept it up as usual. At the time the explo
the bullet holes through it. Le Mont kept
before the other*
near the head of whom I saw La Fayette, the sion took place, he was tending the safety
his seat; they fired the second round—Rodg*
reins all loose—wounded in the arm—his valve, but had that moment stepped a few
ers fell, and Le Mont directly afterwards.-—»
SUPPRESSION OF PIRACY.
scarf cut away, and streaming in the wind— steps from it, but not so as to lose sight of it.
„ The soldiers then ran up to the bodies and
The
Spanish authorities in the West Indies,
yet showing the same unaltered front ; and He had received no orders, nor does he be
discharged the third round into them.
leading the raw militia up to the Very eyes of lieve any were issued for putting on more are at last proceeding with considerable ener
u Their speeches were never published.
the enemy, while a sheet of fire scorched their steam than common. There was about ten gy in the suppression of Piracy, and it appears They related principally to the love of free
by inforn ation communicated to the editor of
faces.
oi eleven inches of steam on at the time the
dom, advising the Pernambucans to try their
[The narrative then relates the discovery the boiler burst, and not more. They some the Norfolk Beacon, that in the Island of Por- endeavours once more, and conjuring them
of his wounded brother, and the conversation times run the boat with fbom twelve to thir - to Rico, «eleven desperadoes have recently to beware of the Emperor.
that passed between them, during which the teen inches. The boiler was well supplied, paid the forfeiture of their crimes. Tins
“ The day preceding the execution, the A'Thfuci
thobc executed a few weeks
battle had closed, and the two armies moved with water at the time of the accident. 1
■''h&rc
■ "I| before makes the whole amount to thirty-six ; merica'ii captains were advised by the Amer*
away 4
had been no dissensions among the crew,, nor j
ican Consul not to hoist their colors half
nearly all of whom were directly or indi
does he believe that any person designedly
mast, on account of Rodgers, it being against
On Saturday the 29th ult. Joshua Adams,
rectly engaged in pirating on Amercan
caused the accident. > Witness was &c,«mewhat
the laws of the country. The American
Ssq. and Mr. Samuel Dean, were set apart to
Commerce. Rt Havana a pirate was late
scalded in the face.
captains acted contrary to those orders, and
ly tried and sentenced to be hung, and- it
thé office of Deacons in the First Baptist
Vincent Taylor, sworn. He was standing
the next morning hoisted them. During their
Church in Thomaston, by Ordmation» Ser
is represented that immediately after his con
on the dock at the time of the explosion, hav
absence to see the execution, the officers and
mon from the following text : For they that
viction, two merchants at Matanzas shut
’
up sailors belonging to a man of war lying in
ing just stepped on shore from the boat.
use the office of Deacon well, purchase to them
their stores and decamped.
Witness intimately acquainted with captain
this harbor, went on board, and cut, them
selves a good degree and great boldness in the and hands—has travelled in the boat very of
Philad. paper.
down. The same day an American ship cal*
faith which is in Christ Jesus—I. Timothy *3.—
ten, and has oftep remarked the care and at
ed the • Commodore Perry, arrived off the
13.—Register.
—
PIRATES CAPTURED.
tention of the captain in the discharge of his
port with her colors at the mast head ; the
' THE TIMES.
Cipt. Waters, of the schr.
I age arrived
|f- Iago,business. He has always considered
same rascals went on board of herf and or
Never within our recollection have we seen
here
yesterday
from
l
’
orto
Rico,
!■
spoke in
boat the safest in the line.—-At the moment
dered them down, thus throwing no little dis
a time of apparently so general prosperity as of the explosion, they were letting off the the Gulf Stream-a brìi
captain of which
grace on the American Flag. English colors,,
the present. Accounts from all parts of the
informed that a pirat:
jop, manned with half mast, also were cut down.—The Patri
steam.
Union, from Louisiana to Maine, from the At
thirty-eight men, had been captured by
Here the examination closed^—the coroner
ots who are absent are all condemned to
lantic to the Lakes, state the increase of pop
an English cutter fitted out for the purpose at
(Aiderman Tallman) briefly summed up th?
death.”
-—■—
ulation and of business, and speak of the es
Matanzas, and c rried into the latter port.
testimony, and without leaving the boat, <the
Gen. Bolivar visited the frigate United
tablishment of extensive manufactories', im
jury returned a verdict,
that the deceased The pirates who survived the action were States, at Chorillos, Feb. 22, (Washington’s
provement of machinery, excavation of canals.
came to his death by the accidental bursting sent to Havana for trial. It wms ascertained birth day) and was saluted from that ship
Contemplated railways, the rise of real estate,
of the main flue of the Steam boat Legislator that they had murdered the crewrs of mòre end the Peacock sloop of war ; also, from
the ready market and improved price of agri
than twenty American vessels.
the Cambridge, Br. * 74, and the Chilian
on the morning of the 2nd of June inst/5
cultural produce, the building of elegant ships,
Balt..American.
Of the hands of the boat, wzhe,.in additisa
squadron., #
steam boats, &c. the demand of labor and of
to the deceased were injured, were Robert
The Hnn. Mr. King, Minister to England,
the opening of the Prison doors. VVe have
Greenleaf, and Joseph Bease, both badlj sailed from this port yesterday in the packet ship
The lady of the Ex-Emperor Tturbide and
health and peace throughout the land.
scalded, and taken to the hospital,, wher® we Pacific, for Liverpool, accompanied by his eldest family, of Mexico, are daily expected at New——— Bangor Register.
learn Greenleaf died within an hour. Lease son, Mr. John A. King, (as Secretary of Lega York, where they purpose establishing their
A Lady, noted for her talkativeness, being
quite toothless, and stricken in years, though will probably recover. There were several tion), his wife-and family. As the steam boat permanent residence.
others whose hands and faces were slightly L-hich conveyed Mr. King to the ship passed the
wishing to be thought young, lately asked ?
Si Bock Again.”—A number of colored peowag of the faculty how it could happen that at scalded, among whom was a captain Henry, Revenue Gutter, a salute was fired, and the Co
her age she should have lost her teeth. To which whose hands were considerably injured. 1It lombian frigate lying in the stream also paid the. pie, emigrants to Hayti, have arrived at Balthe other replied “ I cannot really tell, unless, a? is remarkable, that, notwithstanding there same compliment, besides making a handsome dis . timore in the brig Lorenzo, from Port aw
1 of her flags,., &c.
Prince.
may be very well supposed,they have been worn were upwards of sixty passengers on board play
N. T. papers
away by your tongue?2*
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Anderson
al, v. Brock, continued front
York. The plaintiffs, were deacons of a re
'“'y'orrespond t,tp I
society of Shakers in Alfred; and they
The Executive Committee of the Bunker ligious
i
SATURDAY, JUNE 11, 1825.
chived letien l
New York, upon the body of a stranger re
the present action to try' their title to
Hill Monument Association have the honour brought
’
d- An «tract, give
land
granted
to them in that capacity for th$
cently arrived in the city. The following
to
give
notice,
that
the
Corner
Stone
of
the
J
LATEST FROM ENGLAND.
1
great interest
of the Society è The Court held that the
Monument will be laid, with Masonic ceremo- use
i
particulars of the bloody transaction are from
The packet ship Canada, Rogers, arrived at New’s were a quasi corporation under the
nieé, oh the 17th day of June, being the fiftieth plaintiff
\
æ ^ution °f
the Commercial Advertiser of Monday eve York on Sunday evening from Liverpool, having sail- ’
of this state and One of Massachusetts,
anniversary of the Battle, in presence of the statute
!
ed thence on the ist of May. The London papers
ning
Tcd’ wi»at
Association, in presence of the Survivors of the with powers to hold land granted for pious and
“ The body of the deceased was found in funish no news of importance. At the King’s levee Battle, and in presence of such distinguished <charitable purposes, and consequently enti
V°ÏOS
) 5 Possessing (fie
> ..Sandyhill road, lying on his face by the fence* held on the 28th, Mr. Rush, our Minister, had a pri- ,persons as will be invited to attend at this sol tled to recover in this action.
There was a small mark of violence on his vate audience, and formally took leave of his Majesty. (emn celebration.
Clark v. Clough, continued from Lincoln.
head, and evident appearances of strangula The Stock market continued dull* The Cotton mar
’hw ’
galiat!t
As it is impossible for the Committee to This was an action by a deputy Sheriff to re
“ember inoneofin-'u tion upon the neck. The body was soon ket was in about the same state as at previous advices. present invitations to all persons, individual cover the proceeds of ah execution in his
identified to be that of Frederick L. Tinge, a We subjoin a few extracts from the New-York pa ly, whose presence is desired* they are com name which had been recovered on a receipt
American, by
Swiss, who arrived here in the ship Criterion, pers —Bos. Gaz.
pleted to take this public method ; and, there for property attached by. him as Deputy—
Capt. Paine, on the 15th inst. from Havre.
The plaintiff appearing to have no interest in .
It is repeated that the Portuguese Govern fore,
He was one of a company of five, who messed* ment had consented tb recognize the indepen
la the name and behalf of the Bunker Hill the judgment on the receipt, a verdict was re
together on board of the ship. After landing dence of the Brazil, and that the preliminary Monument Association, they request the fa turned for defendant* Judgment oil the ver
here, deceased, with one or more of the pas arrangements with that view had been con vour of the attendance at the laying of thè dict*
sengers, put up at the William Tell inn, kept cluded with Sir Charles Stuart.
Keith v, Reynolds, argued at this term.
Corner.Stone, of
lh“t«reConden!M!sjtJ by Theophilus Frey, in Amity street. He
AU the Survivors of the Battle, for whom an Trespass on land in Winslow. The question
The Courier of the 29th contains PaHs
had some.ifioney, watches, jewellery, &c. in dates of the 27th. The coronation of the appropriate badge will be provided ;—
on the construction of a deed was decided in
soon as possible, ft his trunk.
All the Surviving Officers of the Revolutionary favor of the plaintiff Judgment on the verFrench Kirig was definitively to take place on
w Soon after the body was recognized, sus the 29th of May. The king had given orders Army, for whom, also, an appropriate badge dict*
picion feihupon two brothers of the company to prepare apartments at Rheims, for 100 will be provided ;—
Chadwick v, Perkins, argued at this term.
who came in the Criterion, named Charles members of the Crambers, independently of
And all Officers of the Army and Navy of A writing not under seal to reconvey land, on
and John Henry Corpier, in pursuit of whom those who were to form part of thè grand dep the tL S. and of the Militia in uniform.—
certain condition—held not to raise a trust in
officers were immediately despatched. And utation. The Duke of Northumberland, who
These, and all other persons invited to join the defendant in this case. Plaintiff nonsuit.
while the Coroner’s Inquest was sitting, at the! attends to assist at the Coronation, ha*s pro- in this solemnity, are requested to be present
Hallowell Gazette,
• He was calm nù old Aim’s House, a man with blood on his1 ceeded to the Continent in great state. The at 'the State-House, in Boston, on the morning
Heat.-—The Thermometer stood at 101° in
coat attracted the attention of the surround’ service of plate which he takes with him is es- of the seventeenth of June, precisely at ten o’
.‘^StreetsiliewJ ing crowd, who proved to be one of the two
> timated 100,000/. He takes also a fine stud dock, at which time, and place, a procession the shade, yesterday afternoon at 8 o’clock* in this
Ht to live; itwassn*'! brothers mentioned. His brother was also‘ of 40 horses. The preparation for his recep- will be formed, and will move under military village.
».
' W short
discovered in the crowd, and both were ar‘ tion at Rheims were upon a scale of magnifi- escort,, to the ground where the battle was
At the Court of-Common Pleas, holden at York
oonteuted; laad„w rested. They deny every thing relating to’ cence scarcely inferior to those for the King. fought.
glorious cause. iyejOts the murder, but some of the property of the
When the Corner Stone shall have been last week, Mr. George Hussey, of this town,
An important depot of arms has been discov’ our le*.lo.w ereatiites, ü deceased has been found upon them, and a erep in the barony of Duballow, Ireland, con laid, an Address, on the great Events thus was admitted to practice as an Attorney.
°Piwon "'tl* the Et, watch supposed to have belonged to the de sisting of pikes, pistols, cutlasses, &c. Bands commemorated, will be delivered by the Pres“ The York County Bible Society^
ceased, but which has not become clearly of insurgents are again prowling about, and Ani of the Association,
Will hold its annual meeting at the Rev. N.
morning, I weril (0
. identified. The trunk of the deceased, and committing, outrages in the county of Lim
After the Address, such members of the
that of one of the prisoners, was found at the erick.
y passed n-iiiia a
Association, and other citizens, as shall have Douglas’ Meeting house in Alfred, on Wednes
re dressed in Khite B *• WIHiatn Tel?7 tavern above mentioned.
iberr-selves with tickets., and such day heXtat 10 o’clock A. M.
The news from Greece^ says -the
“ The Auxiliary Foreign Mission Society of
They
have
moreover,
acknowledged
that
they
gtresU
as
shall
have been invited to dine, will
>uno Rodgers walMijJ
Sun, affords strong evidence of the unconquer
tnd his head raised eStrel[. were indebted to deceased for money bor able spirit of the nation, and of their unanim proceed to a place prepared for such repast, the County of York,” will hold its first annual
rowed to pay their passage. The prisoners ous feelings * against the Ottomans, whatever ai he nature of the occasion alone permits ; meeting at the same place and day at 2 o’clock
ond of the glorioiis
P. M.
may be their private animosities. As soon as pursuant to such notice as may be given by
e lor ; they arrived at M have a sister who came out with them.”
the invasion of the Morea by the Egyptians the Committee appointed to act on this sub
n about half past seve^,i
FIRE.—A very destructive fire occurred was publicly known, 35,000 volunteers an ject.
a long conversatipawi^
clock, they walked iowi| in Waltham, on the 31st ult. It took in the swered the appeal of government to arms, p Notice will hereafter be given, indicating
MÄRRiED—In Saco, by Rev. Jonathan
Jgcrs took the middle chit,; house of Col. David Townsend, Esq. in the and the Egyptians have been repulsed in eve Wire particularly the different places, where Cogswell, Mr Zebulon, Howard, to Miss Lucy,
southerly
apartment
occupied
by
Abraham
ry direction, and compelled to take up a de the constituent parts of the intended proces daughter of Dr. John Allen.
;ht hand of him, and Lefc
Pierce. Mrs. Pierce had just finished a large fensive position near to the spot where they sion will be assembled, and formed ;—and
In Newbury, Mr. John Woodman, to Miss
setting a few minutes .the?
ironing and directed one of her children to
egan and made a kng&H make up a fire to boil the tea-kettle. While landed. The Greek fleets are every where more fully explaining the entire arrangement Eliza Little*
on the alert, and the formidable armaments for the day.
s followed, and then Le"fa
Mrs* P. stept out, the fire communicated to
WILLIAM SULLIVAN,
Executive
ewtuswa.
ipea king, the others ,bw the clothes on the clothes horse; the children of the Turks and Egyptians do not inspire
,
SETH
KNOWLES,
{Committee
them
with
the
least
alarm.
ffirm the truth of what
immediately gave the alarm; but such was
SAMUEL D. HARRIS,
?
of
DlED-^In Providence, 2d inst. Mr. John
A French General named Boyer has lately
ches occupied about half ]
the rapidity of the flames,- increased by a arrived in Egypt, assumed the Turkish dress,
THEODORE LYMAN, Jr. ) B. H. M, A. Westcott, aged 69.
He served his country
took their seats. Sew southerly wind, that the house was al
through the revolutionary war, and was an officer
and
received
an
appointment
to
the
first
rank
and pushed their chairsij most instantly enveloped in flame and entirely
in General Sullivan’s Life Guards.
LOSS OF THE WASP,
ike them stahd firm-tjee consumed, with most of its contents, inclu in the army with the pay and dignity of a Bey.
In Brewer, Maine, Mr. Billings Barstow, form
It has been surmised by the editors of the
?d their wrists and.anà ding all the clothing of Col. Townsend and
erly
of Wrentham. He died of a cancer in the
National
Intelligencer,
as
well
as
other
editors,
RUSSIA.
1 and drew caps over
his family, with his valuable papers, and also
The department of Foreign Commerce in that the ship mentioned as having been lost stomach.
tnd Rodgers drew
In South Berwick, 1st inst. widow Elizabeth
the papers of the Treasury Department of the the Treasury of Russia has issued to the Rus- on the African coast some years ago, (in the
; the motions of
tpwn- and §200 in money belonging to the sictn Gcùi&uls
;
account of the Spring Grov^. South Sea Gookin aged 62.
i CiitAilar,
Xn Sanford» on Tuesday last, Sabrina Dab
ut, loaded ffieir », ® town. The fire thence reached his barns
which it is stated that under a decree of His Whaler) was the U. S. sloop of war Wasp—
daughter
of Mr. David Day, aged 17.
?, when Rodgers cried ok amd out buildings, which were also entirely
Imperial Majesty, extensive stores for articles but the editor of the N. Y. Albion considers
Iu the Alms-house, in Billerica, Mr. John
ested the captain to orderb consumed, and thence the flames spread to
of merchandize are to be erected in the the surmise ill founded, and states that—
Brown, aged 55. He committed suicide by for"
They halted mffinbalfli» the buildings of Mr. Oliver B. Wight, consist Course of the present year near the exchange
u Capt. Paddock (who was «also wrecked up
cing.his wooden leg down his throat*
say 30 yards! He ife ing of two dwelling houses and a large Cabi
at St. Petersburgh. An edifice of this kind, on that coast as long .ago as 1800, and whose
Drowned—In Saco river, on Thursday last,
a fire, the drop of W net Maker’s Shop, which were also entirely of 700 English feet front, 86 deep and 39 high, journal was published in one of the editions of
signal. Thej^lL fredai • burned. Loss estimated at between four and with vaulted cellars and upper stories, was Riley’s Narrative) relates the very same story Samuel* son of Mr. Edward Tucker, aged about
10 years*
ie sight was dreadful—Ro^ five thousand dollars.
Bost, Cent,
about to be commenced and executed without as that now told by the Spring Grove’s people.
his feet, cried out for Goi
delay.—^Permanent facilities will be at the The latter then must have read Paddock’s
smp VETO’S
PORTLAND, JUNE 7.
[i 1 ick, a nd ta king hold d i
same time provided for the access of goods ; Journal, or have been told the same story in
A young man by the name of John Foster, and when placed in the nèw structures, they Africa, probably by the same old Arab Ahaup and showed the midiirà
KENNEBUNK, JUNE 11.
through it'. Le Montlef Jr. came to this town, with his wife, we be will be in perfect security even should the med ; in either case the Wasp could not have
MEMORANDA.
•ed the second round^ lieve something more than a year ago, and capital experience a greater inundation than been the vessel, since she was lost in 1814,
Ar. at New-York, June i, brig Richmond Packet
dont directly afterwaA- advertised for a school. Not meeting with that of November last.
and the other prior to 1800, thus leaving the
Ponce, P. R. 24.
melancholly fate of this unfortunate ship and Perkins,
tn ran up to the bodies i very good success, he was employed occar
Also, brig Delaware, Cole, Mobile, 18. Sailed in
sionallv
as
a
clerk
in
some
offices
and
count

fil’d round into them.
THE GREEKS.
crew still in profound obscurity.”
co. brigs Riva), Phillips; U. States, Downes, and
:hes- were never publish^ ing rooms. In the course of the winter he
It is stated in the Washington Gazette of WedBetsey, Bourne, all for N. York. Left, ships Robert
collected and published a volume of memoirs nesday “ that a gentleman high in rank, in the ser
The Darien Gazette, of the 10th May, Wilson, Arnold, for Liverpool, soon ; Selma, Longincipally to the love of
ie Pernambucans to tryj of Lafayette. Sometime in April last he en vice of the Greek Government, is now building states, u Th$t the Creek Nations called a field, from do. just ar. ; brigs Margaret, Johnson, Ro
chelle, 6 days ; Eyder, Merrill, and Volant, of Ken
more, and conjuring^ tered the store of Minchin & Willis, in this one or more Frigates in New-York forthat gov. meeting of their chiefs, at which it was sol nebunk ; Hercules, Johnson, waiting cargo. At Dog
town, took some money from their desk, and ern-ment—-these ships are to be built without de emnly and irrevocably resolved not to receive River Bar, brig Florida, Bourne, of Kennebunk, for
Emperor,
He went to Boston, hired a lay, and of the common timber of that state. Ru 'any part oJthe sum stipulated to be paid to Liverpool, in 4 days.
ceding the execution, to absconded.
Spoken, May 27, off Cape Antonio, U. States brig
feorseand
chaise,
stating that he was going to mor says the construction of these ships is to be them by the counterfeit treaty. That they
; tvei’C advised by the
Malden, but came on this way. At Wells he superintended by an officer high in rank in our ■will not make war with the whites, nor shed one Spark.—Lat. 37 30, Ion. 67 brig Beaver, from Ken
t to hoist their colors, h
nebunk for Surinaiil.—ad inst. saw a ship standing to
stole a pocket-book from the innkeeper, Mr. service.”
drop of the blood of those the United States may the westward, with G in her three head sails J
: of Rodgers, it being âp
.......... .
, .............
rinriiiii
Maxwell, and proceeded on to Portland. He
? country. The Anw
CUBA.—The Baltimore Federal Gazette of send to seize their land : that if they are forced
antrary to those orders, m- was pursued to this place, and arrested in a Thursday, says that u it is supposed intelligence to leave their houses, they will die at the corner
short time after his arrival. Being arraigned of much interest to the mercantile world, must of their fences, and manure the soil with their
hoisted them. During*
before the Police Court, he plead guilty to have been very recently received in this city from decaying bodies rather than abandon the land of
ORN, Grain, Mustard Seed, Pork Beans, Lum
ie execution, the officers $
the charges brought against him, and was Havana* as considerable shipments have been made theirfathers”
ber, Flak Seed, CASH, Tow Cloth, Straw Hats
——
to a man of war lyk
and promises, constantly received by the subscriber for
committed to take his trial at the Common within these few days, and are still making with
CANAL MEETING^ .
it on board, and cut,*
A numerous meeting was held at Springfield on GOODS at fair prices.
Pleas Court, to be holden in this town on the extraordinary celerity, destined for that port.”
>e day an American shfJ
BARNABAS PALMER.
the 25th and 26th ult to consider the subject, of
third
Tuesday
of
the
present
month.
—
Argus,
.ore Perry, arrived O
June it.

MURDER. _
A shocking murder has been committed in

Bunker Hill Monument Association

BOTTER,

C

dors at the mast headp
nt on board of her, W
m thus throwing no WM
ericanFlag. ^hshe
vere cut down.—The b
sent are all cWejrf
visftTtbe frigate »

|os Feb. 22, (fehe
lv-as saluted from th‘ ,
: sloop of war Î alsob.
Br. 74, and the C*
ie Ex-Emperor irfj
i are daily expected ati
y’purpose establishing
ence.

-Ukber of colore^
Hayti, have arnv®a ;
)rig Lorenzo, from W

Mr. Everett, Minister to Spain, has taken pas the contemplated Canals in this Commonwealth,
of improving the navigation of Connecticut
sage in the Edw. Quesnel, 15th of June packer
river. It was resolved to adopt measures fora
for Havre.
survey of a route from Boston to the mouth of
The sale of the public ships, &c. on Lake Chickopee river, which will pass directly through
Champlain, is advertised to take place at Whitehall the most pppuious parts of the state. It was also
on the 22d inst. The property consists of the resolved, as the opinion of the meeting» that the
Mis of the frigates Confiance and Saratoga, brigs navigation of Connecticut river might be so im
Eagle and Linnet, schr. Ticonderoga, arid s/x proved as to admit the passage of sloops up to
Springfield—and that the same would be import,
galleys.
ant to the United States, on account of their es
tablishment in that place.
DUELLING PREVENTED.
At the presentation of militia officers to Lafay
The Supreme Judicial Court terminatd its
ette in|New-Orleans, a difference respecting grades
and precedence occurred, which occasioned chal session al Augusta on Saturday last, alter a
lenges between three several parties of different busy session of five days.
corps«——The General having heard of the circum
The Opinion of the Court was delivered in
Presence of Mind.—A boy who had been stance, summoned the officers of the brigade to the cases following :
sent to a chest to get something, on board the his quarters, affectionately addressed them all as
Butler v. Little, continued Nisi from Lin
Steam-Boat Legislator, a moment before her his children* for half an hour, and had the satis coln. The question to be decided was wheth
boiler burst, hearing it give way* threw up faction of reconciling all their differences, and see er a devisee of land took an estate for life or
the lid and secured himself in the chest:—an ing the intended combaltants embrace as brothers in fee. Decided that he took an estate in
| before they separated.
A, T. Statesman.

The last Bangor Register mentions that a person
had had his leg broken by an Elephant which was
eihibitihg ia that village. ‘ The elephant,’ says
the Register, 44 with his trunk caught him by the
arm and drew him upon his tusks, and then by
striking or jamming him against the ground, broke
both the bones of one of his legs.” The occasion
of this assault by the Elephant was, we are in
formed. in consequence of the person’s giving him
a cracker to eat enclosing a quid of tobacco. Per
sons who may visit the Elephant in this vicinity
will do well show him proper respect, for it is said
they are very tenacious of their rights and always
trunk people who insult them.
Somerset Journal,

has for a considerable time beer, dissolved. All per
sons indebted to the firmare requested to call and set
tle their accounts immediately with Oliver BoUrne,
who is authorized to settle the same, and all persons
having demands agairist said firm, are requested to
pre sent them for settlement.
ERASTUS HAYES,
OLIVER BOURNE.
Kennebunk-Port, June it, 1825.
2wis6wos.

act which doubtless saved his life.

UST RECEIVED and for sale by GREENOUGH
& BODWELL, i case Ladies LEGHORN
GIESEY’S, i case Gent. Lafayette HATS, also i
case Poplar Window Blinds.
Jjne 10.

fee.

T

HE Copartnership formerly existing under the
firm of

Hayes

Hourne*

Leghorns, $c.

J

Notice.

RAOS.

Hayes & Walker,

tM/“ANTED Cotton and Linen or Cotton RAGS, rglHE inhabitants of the congregational Parish
Have just received and offer for Sale,
< w
for which the highest price will be given, in
from the Methodist recorder.
in Kennèbunk are hereby notified, to bring
exchange for Books and Stationary, Paper Hangings,
CASKS NEW THOMASTON
in to the Assessors of said Parish, or either of
EAME--WEALTH^BEAUTY, AND RE Writing Paper, &c at
lime
them, on or before the 20th day of June next,
J K. REMICH’S Bookstore,
LIGION.
true and perfect lists of all their real and personal
—ALSO—
Opposite the Meeting House......Kennebunk.
VICTOR, what avails that wreath,
¿XVI.
A fresh Supply of New and Fashionable
estate of every description (not exempted from
June 4.
That first entwin’d thy brow ?
taxation) which they were possessed of on the
Alas 1 those flowers no longer breathe.
first day of May instant, in order that the Parish
For death bath laid thee low.
taxes may be apportioned and assessed according which they are disposed to sell very Lw for Cash 0?
Ah, what avails the storied urn,
Country Produce.
to Law.
That blazons forth thy fame ?
PÜ
May 14.
That sculptorM vase to dust shall turn—
DANIEL SEWALLn
Oblivion blot their name.
JOSEPH THOMAS, J- Parish Assessors.
JOHN LOW,
J
ILW'kLW&LL,
Coni jjTïONS—
And what avails those scars so deep,
Received in battles fray ?
Kennebunk, May 21, 1825.
course
the year“ ,J
RESPECTFULLY informs the inhabitants of this
They’re proofs of valor -time shall sweep*
-ages are pan
and the neighbouring towns, that he has erect
all
arre!
Thy valor’s proofs away.
ed an entire NEW CARDING MACHINE in the
And what avails the poet’s song,
building lately occupied by Paul H. Hussey, and is
■ iW
That sounds their praises forth ?
<~
The Boot by Warren’s Blacking clean’d! does show«
now ready to receive Wool for carding*
he COPARTNERSHIP heretofore existing unThe poet’s head shall rest, ere long,
¿7 Persons having Merino or Common Wool to
Each feature fairer than the mirror’s glow.
the firm of
Upon its mother earth.
Card, may depend upon having it done in the best
WFOTHING has yet been offered to the public eExtrri from the
Avarice—what avails thy dreams
manner, and as CHEAP as at any other place in the
-Ll
qua! to this Blacking for giving ah elegant
is
by
mutual
consent
this
day
dissolved.
All
persons
Of happiness from gold ?
county.
black lustre to leather, which it also preserves soft and Fsq. jeered at Nas
indebted to said firm, are requested to call and settle pliable, and prevents from cracking, it being an oily
Thy funeral torch already gleams—
Kennebunk, fune 3, 1825.
Lafayeie e‘
their accounts immediately with John Adams Jr preparation.
Thy days on earth are told.
« tyty’.jenin
who is authorized to settle the same, and all persons
What now avails thy hoarded wealth ?
For sale at J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore, by the do«
having demands against said firm, are requested to Zen or single bottle.
Is it with thee inurn’d ?
thusiaiaa|c La Fayi
May 7.
j present them to John Adams, Jun. for payment.
No, “ Naked from the earth you came*
little c d he antici
ASH given for HEMLOCK and OAK BARK,
NewMd, May 27,1825.
And naked have return’d.”
cedetti 5d scenes t
by
AARON GREENL
JOHN U. PARSONS*
1
Beauty — what avails the rose
Kennebunk Port, June 3,1825.
cently«¡passed*
’
For THOMAS DREW & MOSES SAVERY,
That decks thy dimple cheek ?
and
almost
feeble (
JOHN ADAMS, Jr.
Age on thy head shall throw his snows,
JOHN ADAMS, Jr.
of stat ; §• nomina
And death his vengeance wreak.
yith scarce
N.B. The business will be continued by Thomas
And what avails thy form so lair,
’/-OR May, is ready for delivery to subscribers a
THE OLD BRICK STAND,
Drew and John Adams, Jr. at the old stand under
j existence
Or eyes so dazzling bright ?
nation
J. K. Remich’s Bookstore.
the firm cf JOHN ADAMS, Jr. & Co.
AVE just received in addition fo their former
#
That form shall waste ’neath sullen care
June 4.
lights home, the
Newfield, May 27, 1825.
stock, a variety of NEW GOODS, suited to
Those suns shall set in night.
elevat d rank in I
the present and approaching season.
But Blest Religion ! much avails
to
toil without CO!
....AMONG WHICH ARE,...
Thy hope of bliss in heaven—
A large assortment of Light and da^k CALICOES,
cause. He came
For though the bark, by adverse gales*
OTFHICH will be sold very cheap for cash, THE Subscriber respectfully informs his friends
unteci dn our serv
elegant patterns.
On death’s dark shore be driven ;
f
country produce of responsible credit, by
and customers, that he continues to card wool
American Calicoes, Elegant printed Muslins,
lavish y? contribu
Yet thou canst smile—thy steady eye
and dress cloth at the lower Mills on Kennebunk Riv
Plain and figured Swiss and Mull do.
Can pierce the cheerless gloom,
ces, tc raid our air
er, formerly called Merreis’ Mills, near the road lead
Swiss Muslin Hdkfs.
And view through dark futurity,
ing from Durrei’s bridge to Taylor's Corner, on the
differ! r|t are the r
Black and colr’d Nankin and Canton Crapes,
....CONSISTING OF....
The day spring of the tomb.
Saco Road—his machines are now in the best order
Broad cloths, Cassimeres, ribbed and plain.
Crape Dresses 5 Washington and Lafayette Hdkfs.
he no op appears a
BOSTON BARD*
f^c carding
Black, white, pink and straw color’d pressed Crapes,
Elegant Prints, do. Furnitures.
the coifyrast whicl
Crape Shawls, Merino Mantles ;
Plain, figured and colou/ed Cambricks.
years las
s produc
Elegant Gauze Hdkfs.
bores, and
Silk striped Drill, for gentleman’s use.
and likewise for DRESSING CLOTH—he will card
I
same
’
Elegant Silk Hdkfs. with Satin borders.
Black and green French Crapes,
INDIANS. 7"
Wool for four cehts cash, or in other words he will
Do. Plaid Silks, Sinchaws and twilled Silks;
the co«igratulatioi
Color’d pressed Crapes, Plain and cok’d Sarsnets, card Wool and dress Cloth for cash or country pro
Black figr’d do.; Plain and figr’d Cambrics,
gratefnl freemen,
Governor Dudley, as well acquainted as
duce in a superior manner, as cheap as any person in
Black and colr’d Ribbons, Tastes,
Fine Corded Muslin, Black and white Silk Hose $
iff a prospt
guest t
àny man waé with the disposition of Indians, Chords and Gymphs, Garnitures.
this vicinity. Those who cannot conveniently call at
Black and white, English and French Silk Gloves jt i He ccnes, and t
would often tell the following story as a mark Gros de Naples, figr’d Robes, a new article.
his Mills* by leaving their Wool and Cloth at Mr.
Do. do and colr’d Kid and Beaver, do.
£• S. Taylor’s store, (formerly Chase Taylor’s) or
forwa d with ans
uf their capacity.
Pink* white, and Buff colr’d Florences ;
Gros de Naples fig’rd black Silk.
dwelling
house
opposite
said
Store,
where
the
Sub

Linen Cambrics, Long Lawn and Irish Linens,
Even uh these rer
He was building a house at his plantation Colr’d Levantines, Gauze Hdkfs.
scriber now resides, can have it done and returned to
Ladies Black* Slate colr’d, Worsted, and Cotton
at theiiime of his
and as he was looking upon his workmen, Black Cravats, Canton and Nankin Crapes.
said places with quick despatch, he keeps constantly
HOSE.
ent, tb> voice ofc
took notice of a lusty Indian, who, though the Black and colr’d Crape Shawls* Do. Mantles.
on hand good Spermaceti Oil for oiling wool, ALSO,
Valentia, Marseilles, and Black Silk Vestings j
heard: where tb
a picking Machine of a superior kind for picking
weather was severely cold, was a naked as well Black and white Millinett.
Russia Diaper, Brown and Bleached Shirtings and
wool.
He
tenders
his
thanks
for
the
liberal
patronage
the < '¡ly music
as an idle spectator. Harkee you Indian Said Denmark and checked table Coths,
Sheetings.
he has received from his friends and customers, and
Black, Blue and mixed Broadcloth’s .5
wher 1 even the r
the Governor, why dont you work, as these Imitation Brown Linen, for Bonnets.
respectfully invites them to continue their custom—
Black, blue and drab colr’d Cassimeres, plain and
then/i I :arcely cc
men do, and get clothes to cover you ? And Scarlet and white Valencia Long Shawls.
all orders strictly attended to, and favors gratefully
Ribbed ;
the tive forest,
--- ,
why you no work. Governor ? replied the In Raw Silk Mantles, Spool Cotton.
acknowledged.. Silk dying will be done in the neat
Black, Striped Denmark Satin, for gentlemaa’s
taken by civilize
est manner at his dye Housedian. 1 work returned the Governor^ clap Ladies and children’s Kid Gloves.
summer wear
JOHN 0. MAYO.
risk qî( destructic
-Nankins, Morocco and Denmark Saiin Shoes?
ping his fore-fingér with my head, and there Lafayette Hdkfs. Feather and Stick Fans.
Kennebunk port, May 18,1825.
Children’s Morocco SHOES.
ciless gavages of
fore need not work with my hands.—Well, re Gauze, white and Green Veils, Bonnet Wire*
richb cultivated
plied the Indian, and if I would work what Muslin Frills, Inserting Trimmings,
—ALSO—
even ■¿populous
,
nave you for me to do I—Go kill me a calf, Cotton Shawls, Nankins, Silk Buttons, Twist,
AN EXCELLENT ASSORTMENT
Cotton Floss, Denmark Satin, Fancy Silk Hdkfs.
scierife, and tas
said the Governor, and I will give you a shil
ANTED to contract for making TWELVE
Mixed striped Nankin for childrens wear.
domf Hable and
ling. The fellow did so and the Governor Checked Ginghams.
HUNDRED THOUSAND BRICKS, in
Amon£ which are Cut and German 3teeT Hand«
man; | years sii
this town, for terms apply to
a§ked him, why he did not skin and dress it ? Striped and checked Gingham Robes,
Saws, Cast steel Chisels and Gouges, Steel trying«
ROBERT ROGERS,
read us from a
Calf dead, governor* said thé Indian, give me Cotton and Silk Flag Hdkfs Pfos, Tapes,
Squares, Brass door Handles, Fine Back Saws, Single
Agent
of
the
Saco
Manufacturing
Co.
-iy from th
jourr
niy shilling—-give me another and I will skin and White worsted Hose, Parasols, Umbrellas, &c*.
and double Plane Irons, Knive and Forks.
Saco, May 19 1825.
scare dy passab!
dress hitUi
This was complied with, and
Elegant Lafayette Ravors, Jack knives, Penknives^
Scissors Pad, Chest and Cupboard LOCKS j
near f half a ye
away jvent the Indian to an alehouse, with his
Commode Knobs, Shoe Hammers, Pinchers,
his v ay by the :
two shillings ; but soon drank one in rum, and Brown and Bleached Sheetings and Shirtinga,
Rasps, Awls and Tacks, Butts and Screws,
rivers"and
and maje
then returned to tjie Governor, Your shilling Striped and checked Ginghams,
HE Subscriber having taken charge of the poor,
Shoe and Butcher Knives, Rufle Irons,
ity s hrcely to I
bad, the man no take it. The Governor believ Yarns from No. 7 to 16, Knitting Cottons.
for the town of South Berwick for this year,
Coffee Mills, &c Hoes, Shovels and Spades^
hereby forbids all persons harboring or trusting themScythes and Sneaths.
most improved1
ed him, and gave him another ; but returning
on his account.
GEORGE PLAISTED
whe e|, half a cc
in the same manner with the second, the Gov
of an elegant assortment, among which are a few
South Berwick, May 14, 1825.
4-e.
ly foimd their w
ernor discerned that he was a rogue ; never
setts of blue printed Teas of a new style.
Cognac Brandyy Holland Gin, Hhds. W. I RUMo
the ighest obje
theless he exchanged that too, reserving his
CHINA SETTS, &c.
Hhds. N E. do. Bbls. American Gin and Brandy,
bold c not only!
resentment for another opportunity, which he
Sicily, Dry and Sweet Malaga WINES ; >
...*A GENERAL ASSORTMENT OF*..»
HE subscribers having been appointed by the
character, and i
thought he should find no great difficulty in
Tobacco, CigarsHon. Jonas Clark, Esq. to receive and examine 1C Bbls, best Muscovado Sugar, White Havana, do*
mint is richly
procuring.
the claims of creditors to the estate of
Hyson, Young Hyson, and Souchong TEASO
ever ¡colleges
.colleges ai
To accomplish this, the Governor wrote a
Best bloom Raisins, Figs, Nutmegs, Cloves,
theii i■heads, vi
letter to the keeper of Bridewell, at Boston,
LEVI D. EOSSi
Pimento,
Pepper,
Cotton
and
Wool
Cards,
Young Hyson,
mar 1 1 of useful
to tab e the bearer and give him a sound whip
late of Hollis deceased, Farmer, represented insolvent,
Cigars, Macoboy Snuff, Pollock Fish,
Old Hyson,
(
do hereby give notice that six months from the sev
clairifing a rani
ping. This letter he kept in his pocket, and
Large cok’d entry Mats, Cheese, Loaf Sugars
Hyson Skin & C
enth day of June current, are allowed to said credit
belo v the olde
Boston Crown Glass, 7 by 9 and 3 by 5c;
W a few days the Indian came again to stare
Souchong
J
ors to bring in and prove their claims, and that they
4d, 8d, rod, and 2od, NAILS ;
of
Old Jamaica of a
insti htions
t
at -theworkmen. The Qoyernor took no no
will attend to that ser ice, at the bouse of Hannah H.
Coffee, Chocolate &c. &c.
superior quality,
Her:
I,
too,
thi
tice of him for some time, but at last, pulling
FW, Widow of the said deceased, tn Hollis, on the
A. LS<L~..
W. L N. E.&
hrct Tuesday
T'lioarLv of
aF June next,
r.pvf ón/4
TirAc/lùi? in
th
wit! ; a welcon
the letter out of his pocket, if you will carry
first
and ti«»
the tìrct
first Tuesday
Elegant Gilt framed Looking Glasses, ffom gs 75 to
Rectified
j
thè
five
following
mohths,
from
2
o
’
clock
to
6
in
the
ceri I as greete
this^ said he, to Boston I will give you half a
S12 50 cts.
Cognac and American BRASSY*
afternoon of said days.
Brass Fire Setts, Feathers from 25 to50 cts. perlU
thos states,
crown. Thè Indian closed with the proposal,
Sic. Ma, Canary,
BE NJ DUDLEY,?^
• •
Sweet, Dry Malaga? wV |
,
Best Boston, made Chairs, from 4s 6d, to ys 6d,
ofH® early t
and set ’out upon his journey, but had not
JOSEPH SMITH. > Qom^tsswnir^
Mahogany Bureaus, Card and Work Tables,
and Old Port
He inds, even
gone far, before he met another Indian be
Hollis, May 14,1825.
may ar.
Handsome Toilet Tables, and Work Stands, to
Holland and >
I NT
ban of unco,
longing to the Governor, to whom he gave the
American
£ KXJldN •
x
match.
wit t him the f
letter, and told him his master had sent him CIDER VINEGAR, Superior old Columbia
HEARTH RUGSi &c.
diei ;|s life; v
to meet with him and bid him return with that
Whiskey.
mos )l oppress!
letter to Bos torn as soon as he could. The Lemon Syrup, Sweet Oil,.Sperm Oil*
HE latest publications of the American Tract SoSetts of China, Elegant Blue Setts of Printed Tea
disi ^artening,
i|
poor Indian carried it with great diligence,
ciety. ' — ALSO—
Ware, Blue printed Plates. Decanters, Turnand received a sound whipping for his pains, |
der Irand fearl
The Memoir of CATHARINE BROWN, a Chris
biers, Wines, Blue printed Chamat the news of which the governor was not a],1 R.aisins, Figs, Cassia, Shagbarks, Cloves, Soap,
tian Indian of the Cherokee Nation, just recived by
til i |! length t
bres, Edged Dishes,
Tobacco, Rice, COTTON.
O. BURNHAM.
for rfes
r the u
little astonished on his return* The other In
all
sizes»
A few superior old CHEESE.
May 18.
dian camé no more, but at the distance of.
riir its and pi
May 14*

.

GOODS,

WEW
Carding Machine.

Vo

WARREN’S

JO.NAT

Original Japan Liquid Blacking.

Notice.

T

John Adams Jr.

Co.

Bark Wanted.

C

New Goods*

The Baptist Magazine,

New Goods,

H

Carding and Cloth Dressing.

JOSEPH. a.'

Merino and Common Wool.

MisceHavieous.

To Brick Makers.

OS’
HARD WARE.

W

Domestics,

Crockery and Glass Ware,

Notice.
T

GROCERIES,

Commissioners'1 Notice.

Hard and Hollow Ware.
GROCERIES.

T

mt

i' MS
5 H

New Tracts.

SUGARS.

|

Crockery and Glass Ware.

T

....LIKEWISE.'.,
sòme months, at a meeting with some of his
NEW AND ELEGANT VARIETY OF
ïiation, the Governor saw this fellow there among the rest’, asked him, how he durst serve
him such a trick ? The Indian looking him BOOKS, STATIONARY,‘4c. at Boston priWILLIAM SALLORD, r TlTST received from the' manufactory of J. &
ftdHn the face, and clapping his fore-finger
C68.
M. VARNEY, an assortment of warranted
HAS just received some Boston Factory HATS—
upon the fore hé^d^-Hetìd work.1 Governor,Jane 3.
Gentlemen’s and Youth’s Drab, do. which he first quality Ladies
said he, Head work !
will sell at Boatbnprices.

A

Paper Hangings,

Auction

INTERESTl?iG—^ae Ladies.
To wash Calieoe without fading.—Put a ta
ble spoon full of common salt into the suds,
O be sold at public vendue by a licence from the
and the colors will remain as bright as before Ja- . Probate Court for the County of York on Mon
washing*
day the sixth day of June next, at ten o’clock A. M.
Remedy against Insects.—A decoction cf el
der, made by pouring boiling water on the
leaves, bark or roots of the plant, and suffering
it to remain till cool, is said to be a remedy
^gainst worms and other insects which infest
garden vegetables,

at the late Residence of Thomas .Sands, Esq. deceased
in Lyman, the following articles belonging to the es
tate of said deceased, viz.
2 cows, 4 sheep all the farming utensils, Sleigh,
Chaise, &c, a number thousand bricks, household
furniture and many other articles not particularized.
EUNICE SANDS* Administratrix
Lyman, Maj 18* 1825.

Boston Hats*

May 14.'•

More New Goods*
©WW

Fashionable Shoes,

Denmark Sati-n^ Morocco Slippers aird Walking Shoes^

which will be sold at the lowest cash price by
JOSEPH G. MOODY.
Mayj.

Has just received an extensive assortment of

English, French^ Italian^ India
and Domestic
May 14

LA RGE assortment of MOROCCO *?nd DEN
MARK SATIN SHOES, just received and for
Sale by
FRANCIS A. LORD.May 14.

A

bei ipd our w
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